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Audi Q7
3.0 TDI V6 S line SUV 5dr Diesel Tiptronic quattro Euro 6 (s/s)
(272 ps)
7 seater

£18,995

2015 DIESEL AUTOMATIC BLUE 109,000 MILES 2,967CC

DESCRIPTION
For Sale: Audi Q7 3.0 TDI V6 S line SUV 5dr Diesel Tiptronic quattro Euro 6 (s/s) (272 PS)  
 
 
 
Experience the pinnacle of luxury, performance, and versatility with the Audi Q7 3.0 TDI V6 S line SUV. This prestigious SUV combines 
Audi's renowned craftsmanship with advanced technology and dynamic power, ensuring an unparalleled driving experience that 
surpasses expectations. 
 
 
 
Key Features: 
 
 
 
Dynamic Performance: Powered by a potent 3.0-liter TDI V6 diesel engine, this Q7 delivers an impressive 272 PS of power, providing 
effortless acceleration and remarkable performance whether cruising on the highway or navigating challenging terrain. 
 
Seamless Transmission: Paired with a smooth Tiptronic automatic transmission and Audi's legendary quattro all-wheel drive system, the 
Q7 offers precise gear shifts and exceptional traction, ensuring confidence-inspiring handling in all driving conditions. 
 
S line Styling: With its sporty S line exterior enhancements, including distinctive bumpers, side skirts, and sleek alloy wheels, the Q7 
exudes athleticism and sophistication, making a bold statement on the road. 
 
Luxurious Interior: Step inside the spacious and refined cabin, where premium materials, advanced technology, and ergonomic design 
create an inviting and comfortable driving environment for driver and passengers alike. 
 
Advanced Technology: Equipped with Audi's latest infotainment system, driver assistance features, and connectivity options, the Q7 
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Despite our best efforts to present details accurately on our website, some variations, errors or omissions may occur. The information contained on this website does not
constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle, accessory or specification.

Please contact us to confirm vehicle price, features & details before making any decision to purchase.
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